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An adaptive tensor voting algorithm combined with texture spectrum is proposed. The image texture spectrum is used 

to get the adaptive scale parameter of voting field. Then the texture information modifies both the attenuation coeffi-

cient and the attenuation field so that we can use this algorithm to create more significant and correct structures in the 

original image according to the human visual perception. At the same time, the proposed method can improve the edge 

extraction quality, which includes decreasing the flocculent region efficiently and making image clear. In the experi-

ment for extracting pavement cracks, the original pavement image is processed by the proposed method which is com-

bined with the significant curve feature threshold procedure, and the resulted image displays the faint crack signals 

submerged in the complicated background efficiently and clearly. 
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Tensor voting algorithm is becoming popular as a 

method of perceptual reconstruction in the fields of 

computer vision, machine learning and pattern recogni-

tion in recent years. By extrapolating the framework of 

significant structures, such as breakpoints, endpoints, 

points of intersection, curves, areas and curved surfaces, 

from discrete data[1], or by detecting these significant 

traits from an image constructed by point, curve and sur-

face, the tensor voting algorithm is able to perform the 

tasks of restoration or estimation[2], therefore it has been 

applied successfully in segmentation and grouping[3], 

image repairing and correction[4], curve or curved surface 

reconstruction and motion estimation, etc[5,6]. 

We know that the only human-determined parameter in 

the tensor voting algorithm is called as scale parameter 

(voting field)[7-10], which can influence the detected 

structure information, i.e., too small or too large scale 

parameters will lead to the unstable and uncorrect results. 

To make the tensor voting algorithm adaptive, we need to 

use some characteristics of the image to set the scale 

parameter appropriately, rather than depending on 

human’s subjective judgment or experience judgment. 

Although it is not likely to guarantee a reconstructed 

structure 100% the same as the original one, the deviation 

control and the precision improvement are still badly 

needed when processing the images, such as pavement 

image, brain computed tomography (CT) image and city 

remote sensing satellite image. Through doing experiment, 

we find that some flocculent polluted detail areas of the 

resulted image still exist when we set the voting field as a 

stationary scale. By analyzing, we think this is the result of 

over-voting and wrong voting, which means that the actual 

influence of tickets is more than what it should be or the 

ticket is counted wrongly. As this is the mistake of a 

wrongly-estimated image, we intend to correct it with the 

original image itself, and the best is to use the texture 

spectrum to solve the problems above. We know that the 

texture spectrum stands for certain geometrical structure in 

an image, and this geometrical structure can be explained 

to a mensuration of connecting some information, such as 

edge position, direction and intension. From this point, the 

texture is actually the part of significant structure. 

Nowadays, a formal academic definition for texture is not 

possible, but the truths that the texture reflects the surface 

characteristics of image, such as smoothness, roughness 

and granularity, and people’s visual perception about 

surface characteristics is the result of judging texture 

information have been generally accepted[11-14]. Even in 

many cases, we regard that the image texture structure as 

detail information is worth being protected and this texture 

information is the significant structure in the image. 

Therefore, we find the solution to improve the tensor 

voting algorithm, which is the idea of using texture 

spectrum. 
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Considering texture spectrum is a localization structure, 

we choose an n×n matrix centered by a pixel as 

neighborhood area, and take the grey variance value 

around this pixel as a texture primitive Vi. Define the 

texture primitive by grey value changes as 
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where Ii 
means the grey values of the regional pixels, Ic 

means the grey value of center pixel, and Th1 and Th2 are 

threshold constants which are decided by the distribution 

of the grey level. Define the texture primitive parameter 

as 
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For getting the texture spectrum of an area, the 

average of all texture primitive parameters in the local 

zone is calculated as 
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where a and b are the sizes of the voting field. 

From the discussion above, we know that the texture 

spectrum can describe the roughness of a certain area. 

Big spectrum means that the grey variance is violent and 

the texture information is rich. On the contrary, small 

spectrum means a smooth grey change and the less 

texture information. Too much grey variance information 

in the voting field may bring the voting deviation or the 

wrong voting result. We can use texture spectrum to 

adjust the voting field and attenuation function 

adaptively and improve the voting quality. 

Extract the edge from the input image to get sparse 

input data by using Canny operator. We think that a 

sparse input image has no curve structure, so all points 

are coded to ball tensors as 
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Stick tensor is constructed after ball tensor voting, 

which is defined as 
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where λ1 and λ2 are the eigenvalues of the tensors which 

indicate the semi-major and semi-minor axes, 

respectively, and e1 and e2 are the corresponding 

eigenvectors which represent the directions of two axes. 

In this paper, we use a sparse voting method, in which a 

feature structure only votes to another feature structure, 

and it is different from the dense voting method which 

means that a feature structure votes to point in every 

position. Therefore, the first voting happens among 

non-zero ball tensors in the feature set extracted before. 

The attenuation function DF is defined as 
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where s=θl/sinθ is arc length from the voter A to the 

receiver B, k=2sinθ/l is the texture adjustment coefficient, 

θ is the angle between line AB and the tangential line at 

the position of A, T(i, j) is texture spectrum of the voting 

field, c1 is the curvature degeneration control coefficient 

and 
1 2

16(log0.1) ( 1)

π
c

σ− × −= , c2=100Tmax is texture 

spectrum coefficient, and Tmax is the maximum value in 

the texture spectrum. When θ>π/4, A stops voting, and σ 

is the voting field parameter which is defined as 
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where α is the adjustment coefficient. 

In the tensor voting process, ball tensor voting is more 

complicated because it doesn’t have a certain developing 

direction. However, its ticket is very important, so we 

define its ticket as 
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where Rθ is rotation matrix that makes voter tensor C 

rotate to eigenvector direction corresponding to its 

maximum eigenvalue, and θ is the rotation angle (set 

positive x axis as reference). In actual operation, we 

divide the circle into N shares and calculate the unit stick 

tensor along directions of 2πk/N (k=0,1,2,…, N). The 

receiver can get a final ticket with definite direction and 

strength only by calculating the vector product of all 

non-zero tickets. 

The ticket of a stick tensor is more clear. Define the 

ticket tensor at a receiver position as 
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In the whole tensor voting process, the texture 

spectrum works for the voting control which includes 

calculating the voting field and the attenuation function. 

As we said before, the richer texture information equals a 

bigger texture spectrum value, and a smaller voting field 

can reduce the richer information. If the texture 

information is sparse, the spectrum value will be smaller, 

and a larger voting field is created to increase the lower 

information. 

The tensor decompositions of curve significant image 

and intersection significant image are got. Through oval 

representation of a tensor, we can get them conveniently 

as follows: for curve significant image, W=λ1/λ2>1 and 

w=e1, and for intersection significant image, W=λ1=λ2 

and w has no certain direction. From significant images, 

we can know the possibility of a point belonging to a 

curve or an intersection. If a point is within a curve, its 

coordinate and direction information w determine its 
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position in this curve, and it contributes to the 

development of the curve. When we extract the curve 

structure, we only require those points which have large 

possibility of belonging to a curve in a zone, which are 

also the points with the maximum W. Intersection is the 

cross of two or even more curves. Although they have 

λ1=λ2, these eigenvalues are bigger than those of their 

neighbors. So we can confirm the intersections if we 

extract the points with the maximum W in an intersection 

significant image. After determining curves and 

intersections, the image characteristics are constructed. 

We use the 512×512 Lena image with 256 grey levels. 

The thresholds of Th1 and Th2 are chosen as 64 and 128, 

respectively, and the texture adjustment coefficient k is 

0.1. Fig.1(a) is the original image, and Fig.1(b) shows 

the texture spectrum from the Lena original image. We 

can see that Fig.1(b) is able to well describe the gray 

value changes in the original image. Fig.1(c) is the image 

processed by classic algorithm in which the stationary 

voting field parameter σ is 18.25 without the texture 

spectrum. Apparently, Fig.1(c) almost loses all useful 

information and becomes unreadable, and the image is 

badly polluted by strong flocculent regions, which results 

in a serious distortion. Fig.1(d) is the image processed by 

tensor voting algorithm combined with texture spectrum 

in adaptive voting field, and the mean voting field 

parameter σ is 8.336 3. Fig.1(e) is the result of classic 

algorithm without texture spectrum, and the stationary 

voting field parameter σ is 8.336 6. The differences are 

that we use the adaptive voting field and texture 

spectrum in Fig.1(d), while in Fig.1(c) and (e) we use the 

stationary global mean voting field. Fig.1(e) looks 

similar to Fig.1(d), but in detail areas, they are different. 

The enlarged images of the regional parts in Fig.(d) and 

(e) for comparison are shown in Fig.1(f) and (g), 

respectively.  

 

   

(a)                           (b) 

   

(c)                           (d) 

   
(e)                    (f)             (g) 

Fig.1 (a) The original image; (b) The texture spectrum 

from the original image; Images processed by (c) 

classic algorithm with σ=18.25, (d) the algorithm 

using two-threshold texture spectrum and adaptive 

voting field with σ=8.336 3, and (e) classic algorithm 

with σ=8.336 6; (f) The enlarged parts from (d); (g) The 

enlarged parts from (e)  

 

Under the premise of keeping tensor voting with high 

effect, adding texture information makes Fig.1(f) save 

more correct detail information, which can be proved in 

hair terminal. In Fig.1(f), the hair terminals present 

divergence while they are closed in Fig.1(g). Fig.1(g) can 

be interpreted as the phenomenon of over-voting. The 

experimental results show that the participation of 

texture spectrum affects the preservation of image details, 

which can also affect both the voting field and the 

attenuation functions. 

In this paper, we apply our tensor voting algorithm to 

extract the pavement cracks in a set of crack images in 

Maqun, Huning freeway. The size of each image is 

256×256, and 1 mm2 area is represented by 16×16 pixels. 

The corresponding results are shown in Fig.2. Fig.2(a) 

and (b) are the original pavement images which contain 

the horizontal and vertical cracks, respectively. Owing to 

the background noise, Fig.2(c) and (d) are the token 

images containing some scattering noise, whose gray 

values are equal to the cracks in Fig.2(a) and (b), 

respectively. Based on the line feature of the cracks in 

Fig.2(a) and (b), we constrain the curve significant 

feature W with a threshold. That is to say only if the 

point in the token image has larger directional tendency, 

we will add the point within the curve. Otherwise, we 

will take the point as scattering noise. So the 

characteristic discriminant criterion can be modified as 

W=λ1-λ2>λ2,  w=e1 .                        (10) 

Because the distribution of gray values in Fig.2(a) and 

(b) is about from 40 to 120, the thresholds Th1 and Th2 

are choosen as 6 and 60, respectively. In Fig.2(e) and (f), 

the texture spectrum is represented by the gray value, i.e., 

the higher the gray value, the larger the texture spectrum. 

So we can see that the regions containing cracks have 

larger texture spectrum. Then a smaller voting field 

should be choosen in these regions in order to avoid 

over-voting and wrong voting. With the texture spectrum 

shown in Fig.2(e) and (f), the resulted images by using 

our proposed tensor voting method are shown in Fig.2(g) 
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and (h), and the mean voting field parameters are 11.32 

and 9.43, respectively. In the resulted images, the broken 

cracks are connected, which meets the perceived effect 

of the human brain. At the same time, the scattering 

noise is effectively suppressed by the significant curve 

feature constraint. 

 

   

(a)                           (b) 

   

(c)                           (d) 

   

(e)                           (f) 

   

(g)                           (h) 

Fig.2 The original pavement images containing (a) 

horizontal and (b) vertical cracks; (c) and (d) The 

token crack images from (a) and (b); (e) and (f) The 

texture spectra computed from (a) and (b); (g) and (h) 

The resulted images from (a) and (b) by using our 

proposed tensor voting method 

 

In this paper, we introduce the texture spectrum to 

tensor voting for improving the visual effect. Using the 

texture spectrum can adaptively adjust the voting field 

and the attenuation functions to avoid the phenomenon 

that too much texture information in the local region 

disturbs the voting effect. The introduction of texture 

spectrum is successful for extracting the integral edge in 

the original image under the complicated background. In 

the pavement crack extraction experiment, the proposed 

method can effectively extract the complete crack 

information and suppress the scattering noise by 

combining with the significant curve feature threshold. 

However, the biggest flaw is that the image brightness 

decreases, so in the future, we plan to design a matching 

image enhancement algorithm.  
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